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Recent work suggests that speakers use reduced expressions (such as pronouns) not only 
when referring to the preceding grammatical subject (referent continuity), but also when 
describing a sequence of actions (action continuity) [1]. For example, Korean speakers produce 
more unpronounced zero pronouns following the connective -ko, which is used to describe a 
temporally ordered sequence of actions (1a) than they do following the connective -nuntey, 
which is used to describe two unrelated actions (1b). This could be linked to the predictability of 
referents, given that the subject is more likely to be mentioned following -ko than -nuntey. 
However, this finding contrasts with [2]. [2] found that when two characters in discourse have 
different genders, English speakers produced more pronouns following because, which 
indicates a temporally reversed sequence of events (2a), than they did following so, which 
indicates a temporally ordered sequence of events (2b). [2] suggest that this pattern occurs 
because referents are more accessible following a subordinate connective than they are 
following a coordinate connective (syntactic account). One possible explanation for the 
contrasting findings is that action continuity affects zero pronouns but not explicit pronouns. To 
determine the nature of the mapping between action continuity and reference form and identify 
the mechanisms underlying this mapping, we examined reference form production following so 
and because in Mandarin and English. In our test items, these two connectives were followed by 
subject-biased implicit causality verbs such as delight and the gender of the characters was 
controlled. Although in English explicit pronouns are often both the most reduced forms and the 
only forms available, Mandarin allows both zero and explicit pronouns. If action continuity 
promotes zero pronouns, we would expect Mandarin speakers to produce more zero pronouns 
following so than because. Crucially, such a result, if observed, would not be due to the 
syntactic properties of connectives or to a predictability mechanism, as the subject is more likely 
to be mentioned in both languages following the subordinate connective because [3,4]. Thus, 
both the syntactic and predictability accounts expect more zero pronouns following because.  
 

Experiment Native Mandarin and English speakers were asked to provide a sensible 
continuation to fragments such as (3). We constructed 36 items in Mandarin and 20 items in 
English [3, 4]. Each item occurred with so in one condition and because in the other condition. 
We coded the grammatical subject of each response for reference form and grammatical role in 
the preceding clause. Given that the predictability effect is observed only when speakers show 
variation in their use of referring expressions [5], we analyzed the data from the 23 Mandarin 
speakers and 24 English speakers who produced both pronouns and names. We analyzed the 
results using Bayesian mixed-effects categorical logit models. As reduced forms were very 
seldom used for object reference in Mandarin, only subject reference was analyzed.  
 

Results and Discussion Reduced expressions in Mandarin (both zero and explicit) and 
English pronouns were more frequent for the subject than the object (Fig. 1, 2). Crucially, in line 
with [1], we found that action continuity affected reference form choice in both Mandarin and 
English (ps < .05). In Mandarin, zero pronouns, but not explicit pronouns, were more frequent 
following so than because (Fig. 1). English pronouns were also more frequent following so (Fig. 
2). These results cannot be explained by the syntactic properties of connectives or by 
predictability. We suggest that the results can instead be explained by accessibility. When 
actions are continuing and sequential, the referents may be more accessible, resulting in more 
reduced expressions. More broadly, our findings suggest that (a) action continuity may promote 
the most reduced form available in a given language; and (b) reduced expressions are linguistic 
devices that signal continuity in discourse, and this includes both referent continuity and action 
continuity. 



(1) a. Sara-ka Ana-wa taekwondo yensup-ul ha-ko…  
    ‘Sara practiced taekwondo with Ana, and then…’ 
 

      b. Sara-ka Ana-wa taekwondo yensup-ul ha-nuntey…  
          ‘When (while) Sara practiced taekwondo with Ana… 
 
(2) a. Sara delighted Bob, because… 
      b. Sara delighted Bob, so… 
 
(3) a. Mandarin 

    Xiaoling xiadao-le Jiayi, suoyi/yinwei … 
    ‘Xiaoling frightened Jiayi, so/because …’ 
 

       b. English 
           Mia delighted Zoey, so/because… 
 
 

 

 
            N1 = Subject, N2 = Object  
 
Fig. 1. Reference form production in 
Mandarin  

 
            N1 = Subject, N2 = Object  
 
Fig. 2. Reference form production in English 
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